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A detailed study has been made of the near-band-gap (green) radiative-recombination processes in GaP at
room temperature for carrier concentrations small compared to the band density of states. This study has
shown that for crystals with nitrogen concentrations lower than 10" cm ', free-exciton recombination is the
dominant process independent of the doping type or level. At nitrogen concentrations greater than 10"
cm ', nitrogen-related processes dominate the recombination. The recombination is primarily through a
bound-exciton mode; however, it is shown that approximately 30% of the recombination proceeds through a
free-exciton mode. No evidence of a free-to-bound process involving the nitrogen electron trap has been

found with an upper bound on its strength of 10%. Free-to-bound recombination involving P-site neutral
donors is found to be important in the temperature range 80—150'K, but is unimportant at 300'K. The
spectra presented are corrected for the system response and obtained in a manner that eliminates

bulk-absorption distortion, The spectra in this work represent the true internal-emission energy distribution.

I. INTRODUCTION

The near-band- gap (green) radiative- recombina-
tion processes in GaP have been studied as a func-
tion of impurity type for carrier concentrations
small compared to the band densities of states at
temperatures from 100 to 300 'K. A reinvestiga-
tion of this subject has been made to provide a
more complete understanding of the radiative-re-
combination processes at room temperature in
order to establish the basis for a kinetic model of
green emission. The luminescent spectra were
obtained so that they accurately approximate the
internal-emission spectra and the spectra there-
fore establish the basis for measuring and calculat-
ing optical loss in GaP green diodes due to bulk
absorption.

The primary interests of our investigation have
been the room-temperature (-300 K) spectra and
radiative- recombination processes. Investigations
of the spectra as a function of temperature, doping
type, and concentration provide data for under-
standing the radiative processes and are presented
to support the interpretations. Transient measure-
ments are not presented in any detail here. As
shown in a separate paper, ' the transient response
of the green luminescence over most of this tem-
perature range is determined by other, deeper
states, and the near-band-edge emission acts only
as a probe. The primary character of the recom-
bination processes discussed here is that they are
strongly thermalized such that in the temperature
range 100-300'K, the whole spectrum, even though
representing several processes, decays with the
same time constant under transient excitation.

Most of the previous work on the subject' ' of
the room-temperature near-band-edge recombina-
tion has utilized either diodes or cathodolumines-

cence. Reference 14 presents a recent summary
of the previous work. We have found previous diode
results on recombination processes in GaP to be
ambiguous because comparably efficient recombina-
tion can occur from both the n- and P-doped side
of the junction' and large self-absorption effects
can distort the spectral line shapes. Self-ab-
sorption corrections have not been made in the pre-
vious work. All the processes discussed here
have been proposed and discussed at some point in
the literature; however, many of the results in the
literature conflict in the identification of the im-
portant processes.

The work described here shows that the following
near-band-gap processes are present at room tem-
perature: (I) phonon- and impurity-assisted free-
exciton recombination; (II) free-minority-to-bound-
majority carrier recombination (or converse); and
(Ill) bound-exciton recombination.

The most efficient near-band-edge room-tem-
perature luminescence in GaP is aided by the ad-
dition of substitutional nitrogen which creates an
electron trap. ' We show that recombination in-
duced by the nitrogen proceeds by both a bound-
exciton ' and a free-exciton mode.

In order to keep the discussion of the radiative
processes succinct, combinations of impurities are
selected to typify the results. At room temperature
with substitutional nitrogen concentrations less
than 10' cm, process I is found to dominate in-
dependent of the majority-carrier dopant with net
carrier concentrations investigated ranging from
5&& 10 to 2~ 10~ cm . The dopants investigated
include S, Te, Si, Zn, Mg, and C, and thus span
an impurity ionization range from 48 to 104 meV.
Process II provides only a weak low-energy shoulder
at room temperature. »ocess-I spectra are de-
fined with respect to Si-doped crystals since pro-
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cess II is very weak. (This is generally true
of Ga-site donors. ) The presence of process II is
demonstrated with S-doped crystals. Because S
is one of the deeper donors, process II is reason-
ably separated from process I at lower tempera-
tures. Process III is demonstrated with (S, N)-
and (Zn, N)-doped crystals. Process III dominates
in both n- and P-type crystals with nitrogen con-
centrations greater than 10 cm . Process I is
important in such crystals and this is shown ex-
plicitly.

After a discussion of the experimental techniques,
the spectral results are presented in Sec. III in
subsections distinguished by the nitrogen concen-
tration. These results are followed in Sec. IV by
an analysis.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A. Crystals

The samples studied were epitaxial crystals
grown on liquid-encapsulated pulled- crystal GaP
substrates. The background net donor concentra-
tion IN&-N&l in these crystals ranged from 1.0
x10 to1x10 cm 3 and is attributed primarily to
Si. The sulphur and nitrogen (N) background is
typically found from absorption measurements to
be - 5&& 10 ' cm . The minority-carrier lifetimes
in these samples ranged from 70 to 200 nsec. ' The
initial crystal thicknesses were typically 30-50 p, .

The nitrogen concentrations [N] reported here
from absorption measurements are based on the
calibration scale originated by Cuthbert and Thom-
as. ' Their scale had a quoted absolute accuracy
of within a factor of 2-3. Recent measurements by
Lightowlers have indicated that this scale gives
absolute nitrogen concentrations high by a factor of
5 . In quoting the nitrogen concentrations here we
have continued using the Cuthbert- Thomas scale. On

this scale, the maximum nitrogen incorporated in
liquid-phase epitaxial (LPE) growth is around
1. 6&& 10 cm . Recent measurements indicate
that vapor-phase epitaxial (VPE) growth incorpo-
rates considerably more nitrogen by a factor of
4- 10

The length and width of the prepared sample
specimens are large compared to the thickness.
The samples are fabricated by polishing the growth
face and then evaporating and alloying a (Be, Au)
layer. The (Be, Au)-GaP interface reflectance
was measured to be approximately 10%%up, so that the
layer provides a highly absorptive, relatively en-
ergy-independent absorption which eliminates mul-
tiple-pass reflections. The layer is attached to a
glass cover slide and the substrate lapped away
to a typical working sample thickness between 15
and 25 p. Samples as thin as 6 p, were investigated.

B. Apparatus

The spectra were obtained with a Spex 1401
double monochromator and an RCA C31000E photo-
multiplier used in a photon-counting mode. The
detection apparatus has been described previously.
The raw spectra were normalized for the system
response using computer analysis with a system
response function measured directly using an
Eppley standard lamp. Separate experiments have
indicated that the normalization procedure is
accurate to a few percent. The areas under the
spectra were obtained by Simpson's-rule numerical
integration of the experimental curves.

The variable temperature measurements were
made with a Janis Super Vari- Temp He-gas-flow
cryostat. The sample temperature was monitored
above 100 'K with a copper-constantan thermo-
couple placed on the sample mounting block.

The samples were excited using the 4880-A ar-
gon-ion-laser line. The room-temperature ab-
sorption length of this line is 10. 3 p without nitro-
gen and 7. 6 p, at 10' cm nitrogen. The laser
beam was pulsed with a 10%%uq duty cycle to eliminate
heating and to take advantage of the greater lu-
minescent efficiency at the higher excitation den-
sities. The spectra presented are independent of
excitation density.

C. Measurement of Undistorted Spectra

I.uminescent spectra that overlap regions of en-
ergy-dependent absorption become distorted so
that the spectrum measured external to the crystal
can be considerably different from the internal-
emission spectrum. In indirect band-gap crystals
such as GaP, the single-pass loss is not large and

most of the spectral distortion arises from the
multiple-path nature of photon escape. For ex-
ample, with 10' -cm nitrogen, the absorption at
300 'K is 400 cm ' at 2. 32 eV or 0. 06 eV above
the band gap. At a nitrogen level of 10' cm
the major absorption over much of the spectrum
results from the intrinsic absorption. By creating
a strongly absorbing back surface on the crystals
with the (Be, Au)-GaP alloy, the multiple-pass
components are eliminated. Only light within ap-
proximately 17' of normal incidence escapes be-
cause the index mismatch between GaP and air
prevents escape for larger angles of incidence due
to internal reflection. The angular dependence of
the escaping light can therefore be reasonably
neglected, and the external spectrum f,„,(E) is re-
lated to the internal spectrum by

&„q(E)=Iq,q(&)(1 —R) f n(x)e ~ «"dx,

where R is the interface ref lectivity and d the crys-
tal thickness. If a(E)x is small over the range
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of interest, then e "= 1 and the external spec-
trum equals the internal spectrum independent of
the generation profile n(x). For a 25-p-thick layer
with the highly absorbing back surface, the spectra
obtained are good for absorptions less than 400
cm '.

Undistorted spectra therefore have been ob-
tained in this work by creating a first-pass geome-
try. Figure 1(a) gives an example. The solid
curve shows the 300'K internal spectrum obtained
in this work by the above procedure for 10"-cm '
nitrogen. The dashed curve is an external spec-
trum typical of those seen from GaP diodes doped
with 10' -cm nitrogen. Figure 1(b) shows a com-
parison of the internal spectrum with the intrinsic
and nitrogen-doped absorption spectra. ' The nitro-
gen absorption scales linearly with the nitrogen
concentration. Similar differences can be demon-
strated with the spectra from non-nitrogen-doped
crystals. For optical coupling in the multiple-
bounce mode, the crystals are relatively opaque
at absorptions of 50 cm '.
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III. SPECTRAL RESULTS

The spectral results are organized into three
sections distinguished by nitrogen concentration.
This has provided a convenient breakdown of a
multiparameter study. Fortunately, there is suffi-
cient simplicity in these results to allow general-
ization from a few representative examples.

A. Nitrogen Concentration less than 1 X 10' cm-

The crystals discussed in this section have sub-
stitutional nitrogen concentrations less than 5&&10"
cm . They are representative for temperatures
above 250'K of crystals with [Nj& 1&&10' cm ~.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the normalized spectral
results obtained with Si- and S-doped crystals
plotted as relative intensity versus energy as a
function of temperature. The arrows indicate the
free-exciton band gap at each temperature. The
differences in the line shape at 300 'K as a func-
tion of the majority-carrier dopants investigated
can be attributed to weak features on the low-en-
ergy tail. This can be seen in the Si and S spec-
tra in Fig. 3 with the spectra plotted on a logarith-
mic scale. The primary recombination at 300'K
is shown in Sec. IV B to be due to phonon-assisted
free- exciton recombination. This process has
been found to be independent of the majority-carri-
er dopants investigated, C, Mg, Zn, Te, Si, and
S, thus spanning an ionization-energy range 48-104
meV. The low-energy tail variations are shown
in Sec. IVC to result from a free-to-bound recom-
bination whose details are dependent on the specific
dopant involved.

As discussed in Sec. IV, the primary spectral
components in Fig. 2(a) are due to phonon-assisted

I
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FIG. 1. (a) An example of the internal luminescent
spectra obtained in this work compared with a bulk-ab-
sorption-distorted electroluminescent-diode external
spectrum. The crystals are doped to 10~ -cm 3 nitrogen.
The spectra are plotted on a logarithmic intensity scale
versus energy. (b) A comparison of the internal lumines-
cent spectrum for 10 ~-cm nitrogen with the intrinsic
and nitrogen-related absorption spectra.

By the transition region we mean those nitrogen
concentrations for which the importance of the
various processes is' rapidly changing. An ex-
haustive study of this region has not been made.
The characteristic of this region is, however, that
one is going over from a regime where the nitrogen

free-exciton recombination. In Fig. 2(b), one
sees at low temperatures additional structure ab-
sent from Fig. 2(a). This includes a free-to-
bound transition involving the neutral sulphur donor
near 2. 24 eV and a bound exciton on the sulphur
donor near 2. 30 eV.

At temperatures below 200 K, resolvable struc-
ture appears in all the spectra and these various
lines can be related to the processes taking place.
This is done in Sec. IV. Below about 150 K,
strong donor-acceptor pair bands appear. Pair-
spectra transitions have been amply treated else-
where and are not shown in detail here. ' Pair
recombination has not been found to be an impor-
tant part of the near-band-edge spectra at 300'K.

B. Transition Region: 10' ~& [N] ~&10' cm-~
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C. Nitrogen Concentration greater than 10' cm
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FIG. 2. Relative intensity spectra (normalized for sys-
tem response) versus energy as a function of tempera-
ture for (a) Si-doped crystal (N&=N&=»&10' cm )
and (b) a S-doped crystal Pl@ -X~=4 x 10~~ cm 3). An
important attribute of all the spectra in this paper is that
they are corrected for the system response and obtained
so that they are undistorted by bulk self-absorption.

is not important to one in which the spectrum is
dominated by the nitrogen and becomes approxi-
mately independent of the nitrogen concentration.

Figure 3 shows the comparative 300 'K spectra
as a function of nitrogen concentration. One sees
that at [N]= 1x 10~ cm, the bound-exciton transi-
tion on the nitrogen is barely resolved from the
free-exciton recombination. Above 10' - cm nitro-
gen, the spectrum becomes approximately inde-
pendent of the nitrogen concentration. One finds,
however, small additional changes on the high-
energy side between 10 -10 -cm" nitrogen.

The detailed temperature dependence of the spec-
tra in the transition region is complicated and not
very fruitful to show. One typically sees the bound-
exciton component increasingly dominating the
spectra as the temperature is lowered and the
thermalization time of the nitrogen bound exciton
becomes longer. With [N]= 10' cm, clearly
resolved bound-exciton components can be seen at
150'K.

The recombination processes occurring can be
distinguished on the basis of the temperature de-
pendence of the peak energy relative to the band
gap, changes in the line shape with temperature,
and impurity and carrier concentration dependences.
The energy discrimination is accomplished by the
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FIG. 3. Spectral changes as a function of nitrogen con-
centration for sulphur-doped layers. A Si-doped crystal
spectrum is also shown to emphasize the differences be-
tween the spectra on the low-energy tail.

Above 10 -cm -nitrogen level, the same inter-
nal spectrum is obtained at 300 'K independent of
the majority-carrier-dopant type or concentration
(5x10 & IN~-&~l &2x10 cm ). The tempera-
ture dependence of the nitrogen spectra is compli-
cated by the presence of the N-N-pair transitions.
Their contribution to the lower-temperature spec-
tra is a function of both the nitrogen concentration
and the position of the Fermi level. This is dis-
cussed further in Sec. IVD.

Figure 4 shows the spectral dependence of a
(S, N)-doped crystal with N= 2x 10'8 cm ~ and Nn
-N~=2&&10' cm . Even at 100 K the N-N-pair
bound-exciton lines have not appeared, while in
similar P-type samples they are quite important
by 200'K. These data will be discussed in Sec.
IVD. The structure resolved in Fig. 4 can be
readily assigned by comparison with 4 K spectra
and shown to correspond with the various nitrogen-
bound-exciton features.

The N-N-pair lines have not been found to be of
any consequence at room temperature in the sam-
ples investigated in this work. These have a maxi-
mum nitrogen concentration of 1.6&&10 cm
(3. 2x 10' cm on the Lightowlers's scale). The
importance of the N-N-pair bound-exciton transi-
tions at 300'K in VPE samples with higher nitro-
gen concentrations could be considerably enhanced.

IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

A. Recombination Processes
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energy balances listed below for the various pro-
cesses.

1. Free-exciton (phonons and impurity assisted)
v= 1 state:

E-E —E&„+ EKE&„+nS+,

n» phonon assisted, n & 0 impurity assisted.
(2)

1'. Free-electron hole (tc= 2-~ exciton state):

E = Eg + aZE, + aZE„~ nb~, n & 1 .
2. Bound exciton:

E = E~ —E&, —E~, + nh(d, n & 0 .
3. Free to bound (electron or hole bound):

(4)
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FIG. 4. Relative intensity spectra (normalized for
system response) versus energy for a S-doped crystal
(N~-N~= 2&& 10 cm ) with a nitrogen concentration of
2&& 10 cm 3. A weak feature due to the sulphur bound
exciton can be seen in the 100 'K curve.

E = E& —En g g + EKE + BKd& B & 0 . (5)

K is the orbital quantum number, E~is the one-elec-
tron band gap, E&„ is the free-exciton binding en-
ergy, &RE results from the peak shift due to a
free carrier or free exciton being involved, E~,
E~, and EI are the binding energies for donors,
acceptors, or isoelectronic traps, E&„ is the bound-
exciton binding energy, n is the number of phonons
involved, and @co is a phonon energy. The impor-
tant phonons for GaP are the transverse optical
(TO), longitudinal optical (LO), and transverse
acoustic (TA). The indices LO or LO, etc. ,
refer to the phonon energies at particular symme-
try points in the Brillouin zone. Several comments
should be made concerning these relations.

(i) Applying the energy balances in the cases
of the process with one or both carriers free re-
quires a knowledge of the intensity as a function of
particle kinetic energy in order to relate peak
positions to other measurable parameters. " The
intensity of the emitted light is determined by

I(E)= N(E)/7'(E),

where N(E) is determined by the thermalization of
the available carriers over the density of states
and v(E) is the reciprocal of the recombination rate
and, depending on the process, may or may not
be energy dependent. This line shape determines
the peak of the transition. Generally the thresholds
are not as clearly resolved as they are in absorp-
tion measurements.

(ii) Because of the important phonon participa-
tion, the zero of the system can be determined
when it is possible to resolve either a zero-phonon
line or both the Stokes and anti-Stokes components.
Thus the quantities (E, E~„Et,„) can be d—e-ter-
mined with precision. Such measurements have
been. carried out in absorption to determine the
free-exciton band gap E~- E&„.' ' Other measure-
ments referenced to the nitrogen-bound-exciton
luminescence have also been carried out by both
absorption and diff erential absorption. The
agreement of the various measurements is quite
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good. Since the relevant energies for analysis of
the spectra are relative to the band gap, previously
presented spectra are replotted below with an
energy scale relative to the free-exciton-band-gap
data obtained from Ref. 32. This type of energy
scale clearly shows variations that are distorted
in the raw data because of the systematic shift in
energy of the spectral features with temperature
owing to changes in the band gap.

(iii) Pertinent to the analysis of the various spec-
tral results are the various physical parameters
of GaP. Table I lists some of the currently ac-
cepted binding energies and phonon energies for
GaP. Many of the values listed were determined
at low temperatures (& 10'K) so that some change
is likely to occur in these values at room tempera-
ture. Of the parameters that are varying, E~- E&„,
the free-exciton energy gap, is perhaps most
accurately known. The free-exciton energy gap
should represent the band-gap change accurately
because the exciton binding energy does not change
more than a few percent from 4 to 300'K. The
binding energy of a Wannier exciton is related to
various effective mass parameters by

'

Ey„= (R p*/t

where 8, is the hydrogenic Rydberg, p, * is the re-
duced mass, and e is approximately the static
dielectric constant. This changes from 11.1 at
300'K to 10. 85 at 4 K. ' ' Changes in the reduced
mass would be expected to be small. One finds
from the difference between the nitrogen-bound-
exciton position and the free-exciton band gap that
both the binding energies are relatively tempera-
ture insensitive. ' ' ' A similar conclusion has been
reached with respect to the (Zn, 0) center.

B. Process I: Phonon-Assisted Free-Exciton Recombination

The Si spectra shown in Fig. 2(a) are replotted
in Fig. 5 with the energy relative to the band gap.
The relationship and variation of the spectral fea-
tures as a function of temperature are seen quite
clearly in this type of presentation. The Si spec-
trum in the range 100—300 'K results predominantly
from phonon-assisted free-exciton recombination,
as is shown below. This process is also clearly
discerned in the sulphur spectra in Fig. 6.

The components in the free-exciton spectra arise
from the annihilation of a mobile exciton with the
emission or absorption of a phonon. By comparing
the spectra with the absorption curves of Dean and
Thomas, the spectral features can be associated
with the TA, LA, and TO phonons i2. i5. i6 With
reference to the 100 K curve in Fig. 4, these in-
clude the —TO peak near —40 meV, the —LA peak
near —25 meV, the —TA peak near —10 meV, and
the TA peak near 1S meV. The LO mode is not
present because of the selection rules. Figure 7

TABLE I. Binding energies and phonon energies for GaP.

Binding energies (meV)
Phonon energies

(meV)

Free exciton
Bound exciton

Donor or
acceptor energy

Impurity
N

Bl
S
Te
Zn
S
Te
Si
Zn
C

10+ 1
11+1b

97+ 1"
18 9~ 1c
18.9+ 1'
6.7+ 1'
104.0

89 5
82. 0
63.0
45. 5~

LO' 50.3+ 0.5~
TO 46. 5+ 0. 5
LA 31.3+ 0.6
TA 12.8+ 0. 5
LO 44. 4+ 0. 5
TOX 46. 5+ 0. 5

Reference 32.
Heference 23.
P. J. Dean, Phys. Rev. 157, 665 (1967).
Reference 47.

5(ET) = („) 'vz, e *i'~ (6)

and has a temperature-independent area. From
this relationship, one can easily show that the peak
height decreases inversely with temperature and
correspondingly the half-width increases linearly
with temperature. The actual half-width is given

demonstrates the processes schematically ~utilizing
the phonon energies measured by Dean and Thomas.
One has a series of thresholds at the one-phonon
and multiple-phonon energies. Processes that in-
volve the absorption of a phonon have a vanishing
transition rate as T 0. At temperatures such that
the thermal energies are low compared to the
available momentum- conserving phonon energies,
the spectra consist predominantly of phonon-emis-
sion- assisted processes. Because of momentum
conservation, there is no first-order process. A
zero-phonon free-exciton recombination line has
not been seen in this work. However, a zero-phonon
line has been observed at very low temperatures
in GaP crystals containing small amounts of As. '
Similar breakdowns in the selection rules have been
observed in absorption in mixed crystals.

The phonon-assisted peaks have been investiga-
ted via the temperature dependence of the peak
position and the spectral intensity. The emission
line shape above threshold is determined in the
simplest exciton model by the thermalization of the
excitons over the available density of states, since
the transition time r(E) should be independent of
energy. The thermal distribution is maintained
primarily by scattering with low-energy small-
wave-vector acoustic phonons. This scattering
process, depicted in the inset in Fig. 7, redistrib-
utes the transition oscillator strength, but does
not change it. The line shape is then given by
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FIG. 5. Relative intensity spectra (normalized for the
system response) versus energy relative to the free-ex-
citon band gap. The crystal is the same one shown in
Fig. 2(a). This manner of presentation shows clearly
that the spectral process changes with temperature. The
spectra are arbitrarily normalized to a peak height of
unity. The absolute peak-height relationships as a func-
tion of temperature have not been measured. The three
arrows mark the Si-bound-exciton triplet.

FIG. 6. Relative intensity spectra (normalized for the
system response) versus energy relative to the free-ex-
citon band gap. The crystal is the same one shown in
Fig. 2(b). The figure is complicated by the presence of
four recombination processes that have different tempera-
ture dependences. The region near -20 meV is dominated
by the S bound exciton which at lower temperatures over-
lies the weaker free-exciton recombination. The low-
temperature free-exciton components are seen more
clearly in Figs. 2 and 5. This figure is meant to empha-
size the relative temperature dependences of the four
processes.

approximately by

(7)F = 1.8kT.
With this line shape, the luminescence from a free-
exciton process should peak at

EErs —kT/2 (8)

above threshold and therefore shift systematically
with temperature relative to the band gap. '

Figure 8 shows the peak position relative to the
free-exciton band gap of the phonon-emission-as-
sisted features versus temperature. The LA fea-
ture is most clearly resolved and the data for it
fit a straight line quite well. The slope of (0. 58
a 0. l) k is in agreement with the expectation of the
simple exciton model. The extrapolation of the line
to T= 0 from Eq. (2) gives an LA-phonon energy
of 32+ 1 meV, in good agreement with the currently
accepted value listed in Table I of 31.3+ 0. 6 meV.
The TO and TA modes also shown in Fig. 8 are
weaker transitions and the line shapes are more
easily disturbed by overlapping processes. For
example, the TO line is not resolvable above 120
K. Both the LA and TA peak positions deviate

from the expected relation above about 160 K.
This is discussed further below and is related to
the broadening and overlap of the various features.
The data for these other features are consistent

2. 275
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FIG. 7. Schematic representation of the primary pho-
non contituents in the phonon-assisted free-exciton re-
combination. The inset depicts the excitonic band struc-
ture and thermalization within the exciton band.
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FIG. 8. Peak position relative to the free-exciton band

gap versus temperature for the TA, I.A, TO modes in
the free-exciton spectra. The extrapolations to zero tem-
perature indicate phonon energies in agreement with the
currently accepted values. The line slope is within a
range expected for a model accounting for exciton ther-
maliz ation. 0.8-
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~ TA
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sion peaks versus l/T. Both of these show an
activation energy consistent with the process as-
signment to TA and LA phonons. The temperature
dependence of the spectra can therefore be under-
stood simply on the basis of the TA- and LA-phonon
populations. Following the ratio above about 200

K is difficult because of the overlap of the various
processes and the increasing importance of higher-

with their interpretation and they yield similar
slopes.

Examination of Fig. 5 or 6 shows the manner in
which the phonon absorption components, i. e. , the
high-energy side of the spectra, increase with tem-
perature. These spectral changes can be under-
stood on the basis of changes in phonon population
with temperature. The phonon occupation num-
bers for the TA and LA phonons

2 0.4-
cf
I-

I/I
UJ

oI-
V)

UJ
hC

I—
o 0.2-
I/I

SLOPE 30.5

1
n(T) =

e —1
(9)

R = n/(n+ l) = e ""i (io)

where n is the phonon occupation number and he@

is the phonon energy. Figure 10 plots the Stokes-
anti-Stokes intensity ratio of the TA and LA emis-

are shown in Fig. 9 along with the ratio nr„„/
n»„and the energy equivalent of the temperature.
The transition rate for the free-exciton recombi-
nation has the transition matrix element .odulated
by a phonon occupation number. The Stokes-to-
anti- Stokes intensity ratio is

0 I-

08 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

0 0.5 I .0 1.5

IOOO/T ( 'K )

FIG. 10. Ratio of the phonon-emission to phonon-

absorption peak heights is plotted versus inverse tem-
perature for the TA~ and LAX modes. The slopes yield a
phonon energy in agreement with ".he currently accepted
values.
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order (i. e. , multiple-phonon) processes. The
increasing phonon population increases the absolute
area and therefore the peak height decreases more
slowly as the temperature increases than Eq. (6)
suggests. This area increase is related to an
increase in the over-all transition strength. It
has not been possible to measure the absolute re-
lation of the peak heights as a function of tempera-
ture for the following reasons: (a) The crystals
are very thin and much of the input power is not
absorbed in the crystal and the absorbed fraction
is a strong function of temperature. (b) The
strength of the minority-carrier shunt path' (non-
radiative minority-carrier recombination paths)
and the majority-carrier concentrations are strong
functions of temperature. The area change can b~

estimated, however, because the peak heights of
the transitions can be determined at low tempera-
tures where the lines are fairly well resolved and
the occupation numbers are close to zero. For
example, at 50 K, n+1 for the TA mode is only
1.054. The temperature-independent strength
ratio for the TO, LA, and TA modes has been
found to be 1: 3. 75: 1. 5. The area A(T), and

therefore the transition strength, changes with
temperature according to

A(T) = 0. 154 [2nTo(T)+ 1] + 0. 615 [2nL„(T)+ 1]

+ 0. 221[2n „(r)+ IJ . (11)

As the n's go to zero, the normalized area goes to
the temperature-independent value of unity. The
coefficients in this relation are related to the ex-
citon-phonon interaction matrix elements for the
various modes. One finds from this that the free-
exciton transition strength is enhanced at room
temperature by a factor of 2. 3 because of the in-
creased phonon population.

The effective transition rate for the free-exciton
recombination was determined from low-tempera-
ture absorption measurements by Dean et al. The
value of B= 10 ' cm'/sec is a function of tempera-
ture given by

B(T) = A(T) & 10 '3 cm /sec .
At room temperature this implies for P = 10' cm"'
that the radiative time constant is approximately
40 p, sec. This is about 20-40 times larger than
a transition time one would estimate for the nitro-
gen bound exciton at 10' -cm nitrogen concentra-
tions. The implication of this is that the phonon-
assisted free-exciton mechanism is intrinsically
less competitive than the nitrogen-bound-exciton
recombination.

Although it has not been possible to measure the
absolute area change, a check on the result can be
obtained by comparing the room-temperature spec-
trum with that calculated using the measured

:.'P I I l

-ioO -eO -6O -4O
I

-20
I I I

0 20 40

ENERGY (me V)

I I I %I

60 80 IOO 120 140

I'IG. 11. Comparison of the measured spectral line
shape for the free-exciton emission with that calculated
by summing over the one-phonon modes in the recombina-
tion model. Broadening of the threshold and higher-order
phonon processes were not included.

strength ratios and the line shape. This has been
done for a relative normalization and is shown in
Fig. 11 as the solid curve. The line shape was
derived by summing over the three emission and

absorption modes multiplied by the temperature-
independent strength ratios and the phonon occupa-
tion factors.

One sees that the comparison is quite good, even
though no attempt has been made to includebroaden-
ing of the threshold or the important multiphonon
processes. This comparison provides the strongest
support for the room-temperature- process assign-
ment. This identification can be stated differently.
One should note that kT/2 at room temperature is
approximately 12. 5 meV and that the spectra are
centered by about this energy above the free-exciton
band gap. If the primary process were free-elec-
tron-hole recombination, then the peak would be
expected to occur considerably above the free-
electron band gap, or approximately 35 meV above
the free-exciton band gap. This is clearly resolved
not to be the case.

The phonon- assisted free- exciton spectra in GaP
were first identified by Wight. ' The spectral line
shapes were subsequently studied in detail in the
temperature range below 70 'K by Mosby, Lightowl-
ers, and Davies' and they found that emission com-
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ponentsfitEq. (6) quite well. Our analysis of the
phonon-assisted free-exciton spectra is in agree-
ment with these works. This work has shown the
high-temperature character of the recombination
in these crystals more clearly than the previous
work. ' ' We return to a discussion of the free-
exciton recombination in Sec. IVD.

I05-

100

I I I I I I I I I I I I I

C. Process II: Free to Bound

In the case of a free-to-bound processs-s, e&, 4&, 42

r(E), the recombination time can depend on energy
through the thermal valocity of the carriers and
the energy dependence of the capture cross section.
The capture time of a free particle can be repre-
sented by43

95E

C9
CL
UJ

90

7 = 1/N, u(T) V,h, (12)

where N& is the trap density, o (T) the temperature-
dependent capture cross section, and Vth is the
mean thermal velocity. The emission intensity is
then given by

I(E)=N(E)N, o(t) V,„~N, v E e s "
v E&(E)

=N, a(E)Ee'

If the cross section were independent of energy,
then the band would peak at E-k T above threshold.

Figure 12 shows a plot of the peak position rela-
tive to the free-electron band gap for the peak in
the sulphur spectrum [Figs. 2(b) and 6] associated
with the free-to-bound process. Extrapolation to
T = 0 yields a donor binding energy relative to the
free-electron band gap of E&= 101.5+ 2 meV, in
reasonably good agreement with the currently ac-
cepted experimental value of 104 meV. The re-
sult of Fig. 12 and the line shape indicate that this
is a zero-phonon transition. The slope of the line
of 1.4& suggests the capture cross section has an
energy dependence close to v E.

The assignment of this band depends on the peak
shift with temperature, as well as the temperature
dependence of the intensity. The latter is shown
in Fig. 6, which is complicated by four competing
processes that are all changing in different ways
as the temperature increases. With reference to
the 45 K curve in Fig. 6, the spectra consist
primarily of a C-S pair band ' peaking near —110
meV and a bound-exciton recombination on a neutral
sulphur donor. (The peak of the pair band is shifted
to higher energy because of the high excitation
density. ~) Examination of Fig. 6 reveals the evo-
lution of these processes. The 45 K curve shows
the D-A. band and the bound-exciton band. Only as
the unintentionally present C acceptors begin to
thermalize does the new band appear. This is al-
ready quite pronounced at 80 K. One can see the
peak shift to higher energies as the temperature in-
creases from 80 to 200'K. Above 150'K, the

75 I I I I I I

0 20 40 60 80 IOO l20 i@0 I60 l80 200 220 240 260 280

TEMPERATURE ( K)

FIG. 12. Peak position relative to the free-electron
band gap versus temperature for the sulphur free-minor-
ity-to-bound-majority carrier recombination. Extrap-
olation to zero temperature yields a donor-ionization
energy (relative to the free-electron band gap) in agree-
ment with the currently accepted value. The slope of the
line indicates the neutral-donor hole-capture cross sec-
tion has approximately a one-half-power dependence on
carrier kinetic energy.

bound-to-free band begins to fall rapidly and the
free-exciton band increases as the neutral sulphur
donors thermalize appreciably.

Figure 13 shows qualitatively similar behavior
for a Zn-doped sample, but there are important
differences. The pair band is due to Zn-S pairs
and persists to much higher temperatures. The
onset of the free-to-bound band also occurs at
higher temperatures; for example, compare the
80 'K curves in Figs. 6 and 13. These differences
result because the deeper Zn acceptor level ther-
malizes at higher temperatures. The weakness of
electron scattering at a neutral acceptor in GaP
manifests itself in Fig. 13 by the apparent absence
of both a bound exciton and a free-to-bound transi-
tion involving the neutral zinc acceptor. At low
temperatures the residual S background dominates
the spectra. Sulphur has been shown to have a
large capture cross section for electrons.
The free-to-bound process in the Zn-doped sam-
ples involves a bound minority carrier and a free
majority carrier. This is the converse of what is
seen in the n-type sample.

The free-to-bound processes occur on neutral
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FIG. 13. Relative intensity spectra {normalized for
the system response) versus energy relat;ive to the free-
exciton band gap for a Zn-doped crystal (N@-ND= 2.5
&& 10~7 cm"3). The major impurity background is due to
sulphur.

site donor in GaP, ' the free-to-bound transition
being forbidden by the recombination symmetry
selection rules. The other differences arise from
the effect of site symmetry on the bound exciton.
One sees weakly in the 80'K curves in Figs. 2(a)
and 5, and also strongly in the 47 'K curve in Fig.
5, that additional structure appears within the free-
exciton spectra. This weak triplet structure
(marked by arrows) arises from a bound-exciton
transition at neutral silicon donors. ' The relative
strength of the S-bound exciton can be seen from
the ratio of the bound-exciton peaks to the free-
exciton features. The sulphur-bound exciton re-
mains a prominent feature to much higher tempera-
tures. The region near —20 meV in Fig. 6 is ob-
scured by the overlapping bound-exciton peaks.

The donor-acceptor pair recombination in this
sample results from both Si-Si and C-Si pairs. "
The C-Si band benches rapidly as the shallow C
thermalizes, although the remnant is present to
150-200'K. The Si-Si pair band can be followed to
300 K

D. Process III: Bound Exciton

centers in the temperature range where the bound

exciton has strongly thermalized, but the center
is still predominantly occupied. The free-minority-
to-bound-majority recombination (or converse)
is not found to be a dominant process at room tem-
perature for the majority-carrier concentrations
(IN~ —N~I 2&&10' -cm ) investigated. A remnant
of this band can be seen in the low-energy tail of
the spectra. For example, in Fig. 3 one can see
a spectral difference in the spectra between 2. 16
and 2. 20 eV for Si and S which can be accounted
for by process II. The temperature dependence of
the spectra is particularly graphical and provides
insight into the impurity electron kinetics.

Several of the earlier works on this subject using
spectra from electroluminescent diodes concluded
that process II was most responsible for the room-
temperature luminescence in GaP when N was ab-
sent. ' The errors in these works are most likely
due to the large self-absorption distortion of the
spectra. The result of the present work (that it is
the excitonic processes, both free and bound, that
are important at room temperature) seems to be
generally applicable to GaP. ' Recent theoretical
work had predicted that process II would be very
important in both the N-doped and (Zn, 0)'-doped
crystals. ' This is not substantiated.

We conclude this subsection by discussing the
differences between the Si- and S-doped spectra in
Figs. 5 and 6. The major diff erence results from
the weakness of the free-to-bound recombination
on the neutral Si donor. This can be explained on
the basis of the selection rules pertaining to a Ga-

Figures 14 and 15 show spectra for nitrogen-
doped samples with the energy measured relative
to the free-exciton band gap. The sample shown
in Fig. 14 is n type while that shown in Fig. 15 is
P type. The principal features in these spectra
arise from bound-exciton recombination. The
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FIG. 14. Relative intensity spectra (normalized for
the system response) versus energy relative to the free-
exciton band gap. The crystal is the same one shown in
Fig. 4. Note the A line evolves continuously versus tern-
perature without changing position relative to the free-
exciton band gap.
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FIG. 15. Relative intensity spectra (normalized for
the system response) versus energy relative to the free-
exciton band gap for a Zn-doped crystal (V@ -Ng) = 7 && 10 7

cm 3) with 1~ 10 -cm 3 nitrogen. This spectrum differs
from that in Fig. 16 by the appearance of the N-N-pair
bound-exciton lines beginning at about 200 K.

tais with the net donor concentration above 10
cm show spectral behavior as shown in Fig. 15.
Although the bound excitons on pairs of nitrogen
are important at lower temperatures, at 300'K
they are thermalized significantly to the point where
even at 10 -cm N concentrations, they make
little contribution to the over-all recombination.
This situation might change if significantly more
nitrogen were incorporated into the crystals (see
Sec. IIIC). '

The full decomposition of the room-temperature
spectra remains to be discussed. As described in
Sec. IIIC, above 10 '-cm nitrogen, the spectra
obtained are approximately independent of the nitro-
gen concentration. As can be seen from Fig. 14,
a considerable increase in the high-energy side
occurs with increasing temperature. We present
evidence that this high-energy component is due
to an important free-exciton component.

In the 100'K curve in Fig. 14, the small feature
near 0 meV (marked by an arrow) is thought to be
the anti-Stokes TA bound-exciton phonon-assisted
mode. As the temperature increases, most of the
additional strength occurs at too high an energy to
be consistent with this continuing to be anti-Stokes
emission associated with the bound exciton. Anti-
Stokes structure was not resolved above 150 K and

process identification at room temperature de-
pends most strongly on the establishment of the
energy balance given by Eq. (4). This balance
indicates that the peak position for the bound-exci-
ton process does not shift with temperature. As
can be seen in Figs. 14 and 15, the spectral fea-
tures ascribed to the bound-exciton transitions do
not change position with respect to the free-exciton
band gap as a function of temperature. The un-

certainty here is within a few meV. If there were
an important free-to-bound recombination involv-
ing the nitrogen center, the magnitude of the shift
would be expected to be comparable to that seen in
the S free-to-bound recombination in Figs. 6, 12,
and 13.

All the spectral features clearly resolved in the
100 K curves can be identified by comparison with
the 4 'K curves published in the literature. ' The
principal line in Fig. 14 is the nitrogen-A-line
zero-phonon bound-exciton transition followed to
lower energies by a series of phonon sidebands.
The small peak at —19 meV (marked by an arrow)
is the sulphur C-line bound exciton and this line
is missing in the Zn, N spectra in Fig. 15.

Figure 15 shows the typical appearance of the N-
N-pair bound-exciton lines in the spectra as the
temperature is lowered. Similar spectra are ob-
tained in n-type samples where the net donor con-
centrations are approximately 5&& 10"cm . Crys-
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FIG. 16. (a) Comparison of the free-exciton spectra
with spectra obtained from crystals with 2&& 10 and
1 && 10~~-cm nitrogen. (b) The nitrogen-bound-exciton
spectra resulting from decomposition of free- and bound-
exciton processes.
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this may result from the overlap of the bound- and
free-exciton anti-Stokes processes.

Figure 16(a) shows a comparison of the free-
exciton spectra with the spectra as a function of
nitrogen concentration. These curves have been
normalized together on the high-energy side by
matching the line shape. The rather clear evolu-
tion of the bound-exciton component out of the free-
exciton spectra lends plausibility to the interpreta-
tion of the high-energy side resulting from the
free-exciton process. By measuring the relative
area, one finds the free-exciton component ac-
counts for 40%%uo of the recombination at 2x10~'-cm ~

nitrogen and 30%%uo at 1x10 -cm nitrogen. The
slow falloff of the free-exciton component implies
that the nitrogen is enhancing the free-exciton re-
combination rate for nitrogen concentration between
10 and 10' cm" . This type of impurity-assisted
scattering is to be expected. ' Figure 16(b) shows
the spectra due only to the nitrogen-bound-exciton
mode obtained by subtracting the free-exciton line
shape. The same resultant spectra were obtained
for both the 2&10' — and 1x10' -cm nitrogen
spectra shown in Fig. 16(a).

V. CONCLUSIONS

Spectral measurements of the near-band- gap
radiative recombination in GaP on samples con-
figured to eliminate self-absorption effects have
been presented. Analysis of the spectra has shown
tw~. processes to be important at room temperature.
ln crystals with nitrogen concentrations lower than
10' cm, the dominant emission results from
phonon- assisted free- exciton recombination. A
weak low-energy feature is contributed by free-to-
bound recombination involving shallow neutral
donors or acceptors. For nitrogen concentrations
greater than 10' cm, nitrogen-related recombina-
tion processes dominate the emission. The re-
combination was shown to proceed primarily through
a bound- exciton mode but with a free- exciton mode
accounting for 3(P/q of the recombination.
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Muonium in Silicon and Germanium —a Deep Donor
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The hyperfine splitting of muonium in Si and Ge is analyzed on various models of the dielectric properties
of the medium. Muonium acts as a deep donor in Si and Ge, contrary to some earlier predictions. It is

possible to give a reasonable account of the observed values of gr(0)~' in terms of the Reiss —Kans cavity

models, and in terms of the Walter —Cohen e(q) calculated from the actual band structures, provided that
the electron mass is taken as essentially equal to the free-electron mass. Identical results are expected for
interstitial atomic hydrogen.

I. INTRODUCTION

Muonium, a hydrogenlike atom composed of an
electron and a positive muon, is formed in solids
when a muon comes to rest. The hyperfine splitting
of muonium can be measured with considerable ac-
curacy by studying the precession of the spin in a
magnetic field. This precession is revealed by the
direction of the positron emitted in the decay reac-
tion p.'- e'+v„+ v„with a lifetime of 2. 2 psec.
From a Fourier analysis of the precession signal
it is possible to obtain the value of the hyperfine
splitting of the ground state of the muonium atom
in the medium. From the observed hyperfine split-
ting and the contact hyperfine equation one finds an
experimental value for I $(0) la, the probability den-
sity of the electron at the muon.

Such experiments were first carried out by
. Gurevich and co-workers. ' They found, for ex-
ample, that the hyperfine splitting of muonium in
ice (4791+300 MHz) and in fused quartz (4404+70
MHz) are not far from the splitting in vacuum
(4463 MHz) and lead to values of lg(0) l, consistent
with values observed by EPR for atomic hydrogen
in the same media.

The story is different for muonium in germanium
and silicon. In germanium Gurevich and co-work-
ers at Dubna found

le(0) I'.I ly«) I!..=0. 58+0. 04,
and for silicon Crowe and co-workers at Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory found

Ill�

(0) I s t y I ti(0) I!..= 0. 444 + 0. 020 .
It is seen from these values that the effects of the
medium are fmportant in Ge and Si as compared
to ice and fused quartz. It is not possible at pres-
ent to compare these values with those for atomic
hydrogen in germanium and in silicon for the sim-
ple reason that the presence of atomic hydrogen in
these crystals has never actually been detected by
a direct physical measurement, to our knowledge.
We expect that the donor states will be identical
for H as for muonium, so that the hyperfine split-
tings should be near 630 and 820 MHz, as com-
pared with the vacuum splitting 1420 MHz.

It has been widely believed that hydrogen may
be the most common impurity in crystals of Ge
and Si normally considered pure. In the un-ionized
state the H or H2 would not affect the electrical
properties. It is known that Ge and Si are perme-
able to hydrogen at elevated temperatures, and
there is some hope that it can be quenched in these
crystals by rapid cooling. (The criterion for suc-
cessful quenching is essentially that the phonons
should diffuse out of the crystal faster than the
hydrogen. ) However, at the moment of writing we
know more about muonium in Ge and Si than about
H or Ha in just these crystals on which rests most
of modern solid-state electronics technology. Un-
fortunately we do not know the ionization energy of
either muonium or H in Ge or Si, so we have to
draw our conclusions only from the experimental
values of (g(0)l .


